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Dr Rosemary Lees
Overview of I2I Work Packages

- Developing the ‘Raising the Floor for ITNs’ initiative, including physical durability and Post-Market data collection
- Achievable goals around data quality and availability
- **Method validation** and data interpretation are key to understanding new products
- Developing the **Collaborative Registration Procedure (CRP)** for VC with WHO and AU partners
- **Professional placement programme** to place African researchers with VC product developers

**Overarching Activity Areas**

1. Lifecycle Management of Vector Control Products
2. Method Validation
3. Country Registration
4. Product Development Fellowship Programme

New grant builds on progress in the previous efforts and works to catalyse solutions to long-standing issues
What we mean by Methods Validation

Multi-phase, multi-site experimental procedure to:

• Understand performance
• Define and measure analytical error to show quality, reliability, and consistency of results
• Demonstrate suitability for intended purpose and results are reliable

Results in a Method Claim

Any method which measures a quantitative endpoint can be experimentally validated
Benefits of validating methods

1. To ensure a method is appropriate for intended use
2. To characterise the method to ensure we understand what it is telling us, and what it’s not
3. To allow comparison between different methods designed to measure the same endpoint
4. To identify sources of variability so that they can be minimised
5. To allow comparison and interpretation of data between studies and across time

Focus in i2i to date has been on standard and adapted laboratory bioassays
Method Validation WP

- Establish a standardised process for method validation, lead proof of principle, and then disseminate and socialise
  - Methods Validation Framework
  - Consensus SOPs
  - Standardisation or characterisation of inputs
- Coordination of multi-site validation of methods
  - Method claims
  - Interpretation guidance
  - Online tools for data analysis and interpretation
- Underpinning research to better understand methods
  - Identifying and minimising sources of variability
  - Optimising new and existing bioassays
- Prioritisation led by Methods Landscaping, in consultation with stakeholders

I2I’s Current Focus Areas

- Durability monitoring of ITNs
- New methods to evaluate new vector control tools
- Application technology to improve IRS evaluation
- Characterisation of resistant and susceptible mosquito colonies
- Understanding and standardising wash methods for ITNs
- Quantifying and characterising surface-available insecticide on ITNs
- Reviewing resistance monitoring methods, considering new MoA
Variability in results (Noise)

'Noise': Variation caused by factors other than test item

More variability means more samples needed to detect smaller differences

I2I are quantifying the precision of standard bioassays and identifying sources of noise

I2I are generating guidance on interpreting data given a known level of noise

By measuring noise in an assay you can identify sources and better interpret data
Characterising or standardising inputs

To minimise variability (noise) all elements should be standardised as far as possible

Where this is not possible, characterise inputs and use the information to interpret data

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain Characterisation for Measuring Bioefficacy of ITNs Treated with Two Active Ingredients (Dual-AI ITNs): Developing a Robust Protocol by Building Consensus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Consensus SOPs

Aim: bring users together to compare SOPs and agree on a single version which all can adopt to generate more standardised data for easier comparison between studies.
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